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From the individually configurable product on the 

PC to worker guidance at the assembly 

workstation

Bremen, Juli 2016

„"This wheelchair can be built immediately" is what

they say at Ottobock in Königsee as soon as the

characteristics have been entered after the order has

been received and the ELAM system has provided

the necessary information at the workstation. Every

employee can get started immediately, because the

assembly process is immediately displayed step by

step for everyone. The delivery can be made safely

shortly afterwards and it is also traceable.

The company:

Worldwide, the name Ottobock stands for high-quality and

technologically outstanding products. Since its founding in 1919, the

company, now in its third family generation with over 6,000

employees worldwide, has pursued the vision of improving the

mobility of people with disabilities with innovative products.

"How do I become master of my countless variants despite the

individualization and personalization of products?“

The project:

The demands on a wheelchair are different for every area of life. As

different as the people themselves. Ottobock Mobility Solutions

GmbH, headquartered in Königsee, Germany, offers its customers

an almost incomparably wide range of products that form

customized one-offs through individual configurations.

The challenge of controlled "mass customization

The use of the ELAM system makes it possible at four parallel

stations by means of assembly logic to display the appropriate work

instruction for each individual configuration of the customer at the

assembly workstation in production and to carry out the assembly

safely. From customer configuration through sales immediately to

worker guidance at the workstation in the production hall.
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Solution:

Using the order data imported from the SAP system and the

component list it contains, a specific overall instruction is formed

from partial work instructions. And this is done individually for each

order anew. With the marriage, the product life cycle record is then

created, the appropriate plant visualization is started and displayed

on the screen. The employee is guided step by step through the

assembly process. The ELAM system creates the possibility of

linking construction features and displaying a compiled plant

visualization on the basis of the links. In this way, it ensures correct

assembly despite a high number of

"We are very satisfied with the developed concept of compiling plant

visualizations according to order characteristics from the SAP

system. The traceability through the product life cycle file gives us

further security." Mr. Ralf Both, Head of Work Scheduling at

Ottobock Mobility Solutions GmbH.

Customer benefits from ELAM at a glance:

• Type-specific work instructions for individual products

• Quality assurance for high numbers of variants

• Efficient production and informed employees

• Intuitive operation and fast training times for personnel

• Fast data exchange and order start-up through ERP

connection

• Complete documentation and traceability of work steps
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